
The good, the bad, the ugly (& the beautiful)

Wrap up by the EWWR Secretariat



A truly pan-European campaign

#EWWR2020
#EWWR

#invisiblewaste
#SERD2020
#SEPR2020
#SERR2020
#EWAV2020
#EWWRCat

#EWWRPhotoContest
…

And more hastags!

…also 
beyond 
Europe!

…no matter the 
challenging 
circumstances!

…someone 
took a break, 
someone 
came back or 
joined for the 
first time!



More online actions, more 
creativity!

Thanks to your efforts the campaign stayed lively and even 
improved in originality!



Social media activity was intense! 
A few snippets of coordinators’ activity



Also by EU institutions &
European networks



Our social media reach keeps growing!

Profile visits on Twitter were up to 
7,525 (from 1,068 in November 2019) and 
impressions up to 114K (91.1K in 
November 2019)

+ 400 new likes to 
our Facebook page 
in November only Instagram stats 

look good as well!



The EWWR website finally got a new look
and now speaks 9 langauges!

Since its launch in September 2020, our new website got half as many visitors (33K) 
compared to the number of visitors in the period November 2018/November 2019 (69K)



The media talked about us, and a lot!



At the EWWR Secretariat, we did out bit too…

We engaged our ACR+ colleagues 
in a digital clean-up. 

It was tougher than we 
expected! But our servers and 
mailboxes already feel a little 
lighter. 



Here is what the EWWR Secretariat would like to 
improve for EWWR 2021

The registration system and the management of actions. Although there 
were improvements compared to last year, it did not always work properly 
and we had to disable some functionalities in order to solve problems.  

Communication about the registration system, the fact that actions must 
be registered on the website. This is something we need to keep repeating, 
and we need your support in this since you are the local voices of the 
campaign. 

We will keep working to involve coordinators from new countries, also 
beyond Europe. 



What about you? 

Let us know how the campaign went in your region, 
send us pictures to share on Flickr & social media, 

send us suggestions to improve next years’ campaign. 

You can do so by emailing us at contact@ewwr.eu



THANK YOU

Thank you for your passion and hard work. 
You are the ones who make the EWWR possible

year after year.

Let’s keep up the good work!


